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Learning in Darling Class
Here are a few of the smiley faces in Darling Class who are settling into having
a new teacher, Mrs Perez, now that Mrs Woods has gone on maternity leave!

Online Safety

This week I have been learning all about Fortnite. Some of the things to watch out for are:
Hacker attacks who accr ue £100s in fraudulent char ges.
Microtransactions involving the purchase of small, attr active, new items daily
No proof of age is required—the recommended minimum age is 12
It is possible to talk to strangers dur ing ‘Squad Mode’. If a child is wearing headphones it
could be difficult to ascertain if they are interacting with friends or not
It can now be played on the go on mobile phones as of April 2018 and is free to play

The stalls, activities and exhibitions run from 3.30 until 6pm. It is free and caters for all ages. Primary and secondary school groups are warmly welcome.
The following talks will also take place throughout the afternoon and evening:
3.30 - 4pm - Professor Richard Fortey, Natural Historian and Palaeontologist
4.15 - 4.45pm - Professor Helen King, 'Ancient Greek Magic and Medicine'
5.15 - 5.45pm - Peter Randall-Page, Artist and Sculptor, Royal Academician
6 - 6.45pm - Will Gompertz, BBC Chief Arts Correspondent
The festival itself does not require booking unless you are visiting with a school group. Talks do need
to be booked, and can be done so by emailing info@irisproject.org.uk

An Interview with….
This week I was excited to meet with Selina of Pangani Class who has a particular interest in the Periodic Table.
The periodic table is one of the most
important tools in science and is used
all over the world.
In March 1869 Dmitri Mendeleev a
Russian Scientist presented the first
periodic table.
This year (2019) is the 150th anniversary of the creation of the periodic
table.
Currently periodic table has 118 elements. It is called "periodic" because
elements are lined up in cycles or
periods. From left to right elements
are lined up in rows based on their
atomic number (the number of protons in their nucleus).

Selina tell me more!
I just wanted to learn and recognise all the elements of the Periodic Table.
Wow—how did you start to learn them?
I listened to a song—The Periodic Table song-and I just got the hang of it. It got stuck in
my head. My dad found the clip and a six year old doing it on a talent show. I just wanted
to do it too!
So would you say you were in the Learning Pit at first?!
Yes but it passed really quickly. I listened to it again and again and kept putting little bits
on pause until I could remember them.
It sounds like fun!
Yes! It’s fun because they mix signs with music—you’re not just saying the elements but
adding little bits to it—e.g. Sodium for salty times. It makes you think, ’Oh right, so So-

dium makes salt’!
Do you think this knowledge will help you in the future?
Yes because I want to be a medical doctor when I’m older. I might need this to pass my medical exams.
How many elements are there?
118 so far…
What do you mean so far…?
Nearly every year we discover more.
Well there’s certainly a lot more knowledge to be discovered in the world by people just
like you
Yes if I discover an element I will called it ’Oxfordian’!
What sort of person might enjoy learning the Periodic Table?
Somebody who wants to be a doctor or a scientist or just wants to learn some science.
When you started learning it, did you believe you could learn it all.
Yes. In one afternoon I got a few lines. I didn’t practise every day. I just sang with it as much as I could.
Is singing a good way to learn things like this? Should we be using singing to learn times tables?
Maybe we could. We play games at the moment. It works but maybe singing would be
like playing a game but with more talking.

If you are interested in learning the Periodic Table, see Selina at breaktime!
Thank you Selina for an extremely interesting
interview and congratulations on your amazing
achievement!

Selina will be attending a special ceremony for the
150th anniversary of the creation of the periodic
table at Cambridge University in March.

The only letter not in
the periodic table is the
letter J.
 Elements found on
Earth and Mars are exactly the same.
 Hydrogen is the most
common element found in
the universe. It is also the
lightest element.
Helium is the second most
common element in the
universe, but is very rare
on the Earth.


Young Art Oxford
Competition
Want to create a piece of artwork that could be displayed
in the Ashmoleon?
Young Art Oxford is a competition that St Ebbes enter each year. This year the
theme for all artwork is ‘Home’. It costs £2 per entry and can be created on any
plain paper up to A3 size.
It can be made using any of the following:
Oil, watercolour, pastel, crayons, pencils, poster paints or ink.

The art work needs to be labelled with the child’s name, school year and school
in order for artwork to be returned. This information all needs to go on the back
of the artwork piece.
All entries need to be given to Miss Smallman in Liffey class with a parent permission slip (which can be obtained from Miss Smallman or the office), and the
£2 Sellotaped to the entry.

All entries need to be given to Miss Smallman by Friday 15th February.
For more information about the rules please
visit:
http://www.youngartoxford.com/rules.html
Or speak to Lauren Smallman (Year 1 teacher).

Sharing Assembly
Kindness

Good Learners

Athletics

Happy Birthday

Thank you Swan Class!

Mrs Farr’s Page
Dear Parents and Carers,
How lovely it has been this week to see some sunshine and a bit more daylight. It is feeling positively
spring-like. With some more dry weather, we will hopefully be able to open our field and create a lot more
playing space!
We have continued to develop our curriculum over the last week and have now planned in how writing fits
with each project. Planning in this way will mean that the writing we ask children to complete has a much
greater sense of audience and purpose and will hopefully prove even more motivating for children to produce the best work they can.

Next week Bespace will be in school. You will have a received a letter giving some more details as to the
purpose of creating reflective spaces in our school library for the week. The spaces will be open after school
should you wish to experience them for yourselves. Children will visit in groups of 15 or fewer to take part
in activities around forgiveness, friendship, saying thank you and future dreams. Do ask me if you have any
questions.
SESA will be going ahead with the Movie Night on the rescheduled date of Friday February 15th. All details as before, doors open at 6pm with the movie starting at 6:30pm. Remaining tickets will be on sale next week. Should this date not
suit and you’d like a refund, please contact SESA (see notice board by the front
door) with your tickets.
We are well underway with our Walk to School Initiative. Children have been
enthusiastically recording their travel arrangements and parents have reported
that they think they can already see a difference. Two thirds of our children recorded their travel arrangements in the first week. Year 5’s new project will involve children coming up with solutions to solve this
very real problem outside our school. You may well have seen the BBC news broadcast this week stating
that the UN agency UNICEF are calling the levels of pollution in the UK a ‘public health emergency.’ In
the short term, parents can help by walking/cycling to school where possible, or parking away from the
school area as well as switching off engines when waiting.
World Book Day is just four weeks away (Thursday 7th March)! Staff and children are all invited to dress

as a children’s book character for the day. Ideas can be found on the World Book Day website here or on
Pinterest! If your child doesn’t like to dress up (some really don’t!) that is fine; they should just wear their
usual clothes.
Finally we’d like to thank the Collonese family for providing us with a new bookshelf and two new desks. Here are Mr Hopkins and Miss Smallman looking very
pleased with their smart new desks!
Have a wonderful weekend.
Tina Farr

